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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER 

Veme Jackson. appellant below, seeks review of the Court of 

Appeals decision designated in Part B. 

B. COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

Mr. Jackson appealed from his Cowlitz County Superior Court 

convictions for child rape in the first degree and child molestation in the 

first degree. This motion is based upon RAP 13.3(e) and 13.5A. 

C. ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

I. The right of the accused to a public trial may only be rest1icted 

in the most unusual of circumstances, and if so. after a trial comt considers 

the Bone-Club1 factors and finds it necessary. Voir dire is a critical stage 

of trial that must be open to the public. During jury selection. the court 

called the parties to a private bench conference without analysis or 

opportunity for objection, at which private proceeding the parties 

apparently made juror-spccitic challenges. This proceeding \vas not 

recorded. Because the tdal court did not make any Bone-Club assessment 

or findings before conducting this impmtant portion ofjury selection in 

private. did the court violate Mr. Jackson·s constitutional right to a public 

1 State v. Bone-Club, 128 Wn.2d 254.906 P.2d 629 (1995). 



trial. and was the Court of Appeals decision aftirming the conviction in 

conilict with decisions ofthis Court. requiring review? RAP 13.4(b)(l). 

2. An accused has a l'undamental right to be present at all critical 

stages of a triaL including voir dire and the empanelling of the jury. Did 

Mr. Jackson's absence from the conference during which his jury was 

selected violate his constitutional right to he present at all critical stages of 

trial, and was the Comt of Appeals decision thus in conflict with decisions 

of this Court. requiring review? RAP 1 3 .4( b)( 1 ). 

D. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

At Veme Jackson's trial. the trial court conducted certain for-cause 

and all peremptory challenges in a bench conference, which was unreported. 

2RP 133-34.~ The judge ordered the jury venire to sit in the back of the 

courtroom. as "we actually know what we're doing. so we're going to ask 

you to just sit there. and when we're done. we '11 announce who the jury is." 

2RP 133. There is no record of what transpired- no record of which 

potential jurors were challenged or for what reasons, since the transcript 

indicates that the challenges took place during an unreported "conference" 

amongst counsels only. 2RP 134. 

'The verbatim repon of trial proceedings arc rcfcm:d to by date, (i.e.: 10116/12 
RP _.) The voir dire proceedings <Ire referred to as 2RP. 
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In a supplemental videotape filed by the State pursuant to RAP 9.1 0. 

it is evident that Mr. Jackson remained at counsel table for the entire 

conference and was not present at the unreported conference at which his 

jury was selected. CP 72 (showing four separate angles of the courtroom. 

indicating that Mr. Jackson sat alone for twenty minutes in silence while all 

counsels were off-camera at a conference from which he was excluded). 

The court engaged in no Bone-Club analysis, and simply went back 

on the record following the conference to announce that Mr. Jackson's jury 

had been selected in his absence. :2RP 133-34. 

Following a jury triaL Mr. Jackson was convicted as charged. CP 

33-34. 

On appeal. Mr. Jackson argued that the State had violated his right 

to a public trial and his right to be present. 

On December 16,2014, the Comt of Appeals atlirmed Mr. 

Jackson's convictions. Appendix. 

Mr. Jackson seeks review in this Comt. RAP 13.4(b)(1 ),(2).3 

E. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE GRANTED 

THIS COURT SHOULD GRANT REVIEW, AS THE COURT 
OF APPEALS DECISION lS IN CONFLICT WITH DECISIONS 
OF THIS COURT. RAP 13.4(b)( 1 ) . 

.1 On January 6, 2015. this Court granted review of a similar issue in State v. 
Love. No. 89619-4. A motion to consolidate these matters will be filed shm1ly by the 
undersigned. 
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1. Mr.J~s:ksQil~1i~C~QD!>lilll!ior}aJrigl}tJQJl._J2_11bli<.; 1ri<lLWA~_v_iQlated by 
the court"s decision to excuse two prospective jurors for cause at a 
closed conference tram which he was excluded. 

The accused has the constitutional right to a public triaL and the 

public has the right to open access to the court system. U.S. Canst. amends. 

J, VI: Const. mt. I.§§ 10, 22. The trial court may restlict the right to a 

public trial only if the court justifies the courtroom closure after conducting 

an on-the-record balancing of the Bone-Club factors. State v. Brightman, 

155 Wn.2d 506, 515. 122 P.3d 150 (2005): State v. Bone-Cluh, 128 Wn.2d 

254, 258-59, 906 P.2d 325 ( 1995). Here, the use of an unrecorded 

conference that could not be heard by the public or by Mr. Jackson to excuse 

jurors for cause. without addressing the Bone-Club factors violated his 

constitutional right to a pub I ic trial. 

This Court's recent decisions addressing the public courtroom, 

though fragmented. reinforce Mr. Jackson's argument that his right to a 

pub! ic trial was violated. 

a. I\.1r. Jackson's right to a public trial includes challenging and 
excusing jmors for cause. 

Jury selection is a critical part of the criminal justice system that is 

important to the parties and the public. rn re Personal Restraint of Orange, 

152 Wn.2d 795,804. 100 P.3d 219 (2005). Washington has long held that 

the right to a public trial extends to jury selection. State v. Wise. 176 Wn.2d 
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1,11-12.288 P.3d 1113 (2012): Brightman. 155 Wn.2d at 515: Orange, 152 

Wn.2d at 804-05. This Court's recent jurisprudence honors this precedent. 

An in-chambers discussion of completed juror questionnaires and 

the resulting dismissal of tour jurors for cause was addressed in State v. 

Slert, _ Wn.2d _. 334 P.3d 1088 (2014). In light of pretrial publicity, 

the judge and attorneys reviewed completed juror questionnaires in 

chambers and decided to dismiss four jurors based on their answers. Sle11. 

334 P.3d at I 090. Using the experience and logic test. the lour-justice lead 

opinion concluded that reviewing the questionnaire answers before the 

jurors were questioned was not part of juror voir dire and the public tiial 

right therefore did not apply. I d. at l 091-93. The lead opinion of Slert is 

not applicable to Mr. Jackson's case, where the cause challenges took place 

after the parties had finished questioning the jurors. making it clearly part of 

voir dire. 

Moreover. the four-justice lead opinion in Sle11 is not the holding of 

a majority of this Com1. When there is no m~jority opinion, the court's 

holding is "the narrowest ground upon which a majority agreed." ln re 

Personal Restraint of Francis, 170 Wn.2d 517, 532 n. 7, 242 P.2d 866 

(2010); State v. Patton, 167 Wn.2d 379,391,219 P.2d 651 (2009). Thus, 

Slert's holding is lound the views of the dissent and concurring opinions. 

Five justices agreed that the right to a public trial attaches to voir dire. which 
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includes questioning ofjurors and excusing them for cause. The four-justice 

dissent in SJert concluded that the dismissal ol'jurors for cause is part of voir 

dire. Slert. 334 P.3d 1095-99 (Stephens, J., dissenting). The dissent 

reasoned that questions in the jury questionnaire were designed to evaluate 

titness to serve and to excuse jurors for cause, and excusing jurors based 

upon their answers was part o!'the voir dire process. ld. 

No matter what fom1 it takes. the dismissal ofjurors by a judge for 
ca<>e-specitic reasons is not merdy a ·'prelude to a fom1al process," 
as the lead opinion helieves. What occurred in chambers here was 
voir dire. Under well-settled precedent, voir dire must be conduct in 
open court unless the trial court justifies a closure under the Bone
Club factors. 

Id. at 1098 (citing Brightman, 155 Wn.2d at 515; Wise, 176 Wn.2d at 11-12; 

State v. Paumier, 176 Wn.2d 29, 34-35, 288 PJd 1126 (2012): and In re 

Personal Restraint ofMolTis. 176 Wn.::!d 157. 166,288 P.3d 1140 (2012)). 

The Slcrt dissenters also write that while the Court may .. lament'" 

that it cannot reach the issue ofthe public trial right due to an "inadequate 

record, ... the sparse record results from the very constitutional error at 

issue." 334 P.3d at 1098 (emphasis added).-+ 

4 The Slert dissenters' lamentation is particularly apropos in Mr. Jackson's case, 
where the State tiled a video recording pursuant to a RAP 9.10 motion. CP 72. The 
recording reveals a split-screen with four panels. indicating a 20-minute period in which 
Mr. Jackson remains alone at counsel table; it is unclear if the unrecorded conference at 
which the challenges are being conducted is inside the courtroom or in chambers- the 
conference is nor shown in any of the screens shown on the video. CP 71. 
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Justice Wiggins concmTed only with the result of the lead opinion. 

Slert, 334 P.3d at 1094-95. He agreed with the dissent and prior authority 

that voir dire- "the individual examination ofjurors conceming their fitness 

to serve in a pm1icular case''-- is part of the tight to a public trial. Id. at 

I 094. Thus, the in-chambers discussion or the questionnaires and resulting 

dismissal of four jurors .. was voir dire." ld. (Wiggins, J., concmTing in 

result). The opinion of the majority ofthe Slert Court is that the defendanfs 

right to a public trial includes jury voir dire- the questioning ofjurors 

concerning their titness to serve. The private conference in this case thus 

violated Mr. Jackson's constitutional right to a public trial. 

In Mr. Jackson's case. it is clear that the conference where two jurors 

-Ms. Castillo and Mr. Harold-- were excused for cause, was private. 2RP 

133-34; CP 72 (videotape of proceedings). While it may have been held in 

the courtroom, the jurors, the public, as well as Mr. Jackson, could not hear 

what was said, and it was not reported. This is the t·eason the trial com1 

belatedly related what had occurred at the conterence on the record. Mr. 

Jackson has thus established that the public was excluded from a portion of 

voir dire. 
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b. The right to a public trial is a fundamental right that Mr. Jackson 
may raise for the tirst time on appeal. 

A violation of the right to a public trial is structural error, and the 

defendant may assert the right for the first time on appeal. .State v ~Ko~~- _ 

Wn.2d _. 334 P.3d 1042, I 047 (2014); Wise. 176 Wn.2d at 15: 

Brightman. 155 Wn.2d at 514-15: Bone-Club. 128 Wn.2d at 257. 

In Shearer, Njonge, and Frawley. the State asked this Court to 

ovemile this precedent. State v. Shearer._ Wn.2d _, 334 P.3d 1078. 

1082 (2014): State v. Njonge. _ Wn.2d _, 334 P.3d 1068: State v. 

Frawlev. Wn.2d _, 334 P.3d 1022, 1029 (2014). This Comt, 

however, refused to ovenulc the established rule. Shearer. 334 P.Jd at 

I 082-85 (Owens, .T •• lead opinion), 1084-85 (Gordon McCloud, J., 

concurring); Njonge. 334 P.Jd at 1073-74 ("We dcdine the State's 

invitation to disturb settled Jaw."): Frawley. 334 P.3d at 1029-30 (C. 

Johnson, L lead opinion), I 030-31 (Stephens. L concuning). 1031-35 

(Gordon McCloud, J., concmTing in part. dissenting in pmt). Mr. Jackson 

may therefore raise the public trial issue in this appeal. 

c. Mr. Jackson did not waive his right to a public trial. 

··A 'waiver' is an 'intentional relinquishment or abandonment of a 

known right or pdvilege.'" Frawley, 334 P.3d at 1027 (C. Johnson, .l., lead 

opinion) (quoting Johnson v. Zerbst, 304 U.S. 458. 464. 58 S. Ct. I 019. 82 
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L. Ed. 1461 (1938)). In Mr. Jackson's case. the court heard and mled on the 

challenges ofjurors for cause without giving Mr. Jackson an oppmtunity to 

object or request his right to a public trial. The defendant, however, must 

have a meaningful opportunity to object before a waiver can be infen-ed 

from a silent record. Morris, 176 Wn.2d at 167. State v. Easterling, 157 

Wn.2d 167. 176 n.8, 1.37 P.3d 825 (2006); Bone-Club, 127 Wn.2d at 261: 

accord rrawlev. 334 P.3d at 103:?.-34 (McCloud, J .. concurring in part and 

dissenting in pmt). Thus, Mr. Jackson did not knowingly, intelligently and 

voluntarily waive his right to a public t1iaL 

A divided court addressed two potential waivers or the right to a 

public trial in Frawley. Frawley waived his constitutional right to be present 

before the trial court. and counsel interviewed 35 prospective jurors in 

chambers. Frawlev, 334 P.3d at 1024. Seven justices of this Comt 

concluded that Frawley did not validly waive his right to a public trial 

because he was not intormed ofthat right. Id. at 1028 (C. Johnson, J., lead 

opinion). 1030 (Stephens, J., concun-ing), 1035 (Gordon McCloud. J .. 

concun-ing in part. dissenting in part). 

In a companion case. Applegate. the parties questioned one juror 

privately in chambers after the court asked if there were objections to the 

proceeding. Frawley, 334 P.3d at 10:?.5-26. No one objected to the 

procedure. and defense counsel told the court that Applegate did not object. 
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Jd. This was found to be an adequate waiver or the right to a public trial by 

the two dissenting and three concurring justices. Id. at 1031 (McCloud, 

concu1Ting in part. dissenting in part), 1035 (Wiggins. J.. dissenting). 

Here, Mr. Jackson was not given any opportunity to object to the unreported 

conference during which cause challenges were conducted. His right to a 

public trial was never mentioned. and he was never infonned of the purpose 

of the closed meeting. He did not waive his right to a public trial. 

d. The violation of Mr. Jackson's public trial right was not de 
minimus, but is structural error requiring remand and reversal. 

The violation of the constitutional right to a tair trial cannot be 

excused as de minimus. Brightman.155 Wn.:?.d at 517: Easterling. 157 

Wn.2d at 180-81. The issue was again raised by the State in Shearer and 

Frawlev. and was rejected in both cases. Shearer, 334 P.3d at 1083-84 

(Owens . .T .. lead opinion). 1084-85 (Gordon McCloud, J ., concurring): 

Frawlev, 334 P.:id at 1029-30 (C. Johnson, J.. lead opinion), 1030-31 

(Stephens, .T.. concurring). I 031-35 (Gordon McCloud. J., concurring in 

part. dissenting in part). As the lead opinion in Shearer explained, tinding a 

public trial eJTor to be de minimus conflicts with this Court's jurisprudence 

that such violations are structural error. Shearer, 334 P.3d at I 082. The 

unreported conference in Mr. Jackson's case thus cannot be excused as a de 

minimus violation of his right to a public trial. 
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e. Review shl)Uid be granted. 

Whether a trial court has violated a defendant's right to a public trial 

is a matter of law that this Court reviews g~ novo. Koss. 334 P.3d at 1045: 

Wise, 176 Wn.2d at 9. 

This Court recently held that discussion of evidentiary issues at a 

sidebar conference does not implicate the public trial right. State v. Smith, 

Wn.::!d . 334 P.3d 1049, 1055-56 (2014). However, tradition and 

logic demonstrate that jury voir dire is distinctive. and is a part ofthe trial 

that must be open to the public. Njonge, 334 P.3d at 1073: Wise, 176 

Wn.2d at 11-12: Brightman, 155 Wn.:2d at 515. Whether the private 

conference occurs in chambers or at sidebar- which we are unable to 

detem1ine from the evidence here --is irrelevant: the public \vas excluded. 

The trial court violated Mr. Jackson's constitutional right to a publi<.: 

trial when it conducted cause challenges at a conference that neither the 

public nor Mr. Jackson could hear, without conducting a Bone-Club 

analysis. Review should be granted, as the Com1 of Appeals decision 

upholding the conviction was in conflict with decisions of this CoUI1. RAP 

13.4(b)(l). 
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2. Mr. Jackson's constitutional right to be present was violated when 
the court conducted cause and peremptory challenges in his absence. 

A person accused of a crime has the fundamental constitutional 

right to be present tor all critical stages of the proceedings. U.S. Const. 

amends. VI, XIV: Canst. art. I.~§ 3, 22; Kentucky v. Stincer, 482 U.S. 

730. 745. 107 S.Ct. ~658, 96 L.Ed.2d 631 ( 1987): State v. Irby, 170 

Wn.2d 874, 880-81, 246 P.3d 796 (20 11 ). Under the Fourteenth 

Amendment, the defendant's right to be present applies to hearings where 

the defendant's presence would contribute to the fairness ofthc 

proceedings. Stincer, 482 U.S. at 745; United States v. Gagnon, 470 U.S. 

522. 5~6. 105 S.Ct. 1482,84 L.Ed.2d 486 (1985); Personal Restraint of 

Lord, 123 Wn.2d 296. 306, 868 P.2d 835, cert. denied, 513 U.S. 849 

( 1994). Thus. the defendant does not have the right to be present at in-

chambers conference between the court and the attorneys on legal issues 

·'at least where those issues do not involve the resolution of disputed 

facts.'' Lord, 1~3 Wn.2d at 306. 

The Washington Constitution specifically provides the right to 

"'appear and defend in person.'' Const. art. I. ~ 22. Under the Washington 

Constitution, the defendant's right to appear in person extends to ''every 

stage or the trial when his substantial rights may be affected .. , lrby. 170 

Wn.2d at 885 (emphasis deleted) (quoting State v. Shutzlcr, 82 Wash. 365, 
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367. 144 Pac. 284 ( 1914), ovetn!led on other grounds. State v. Caliguri. 99 

Wn.2d 501. 664 P.2d 466 ( 1983}). The right to be present is also 

protected by court rule. CrR 3.4(a). 

Jury selection is "'the primary means by which a court may 

enforce a defendant's right to be tried by a jury free from ethnic. racial. or 

political prejudice. or predisposition about the defendant's culpability.··· 

Irby. 170 Wn.2d at 884 (quoting Gomez v. United States. 490 U.S. 858. 

873, 109 S. Ct. 2:!37, 104 T... Ed. 2d 923 (1989)). "rAl defendant's 

presence at jury selection ·bears. or may t'ai rly be assumed to bear, a 

relation. reasonably substantial. to his oppol1tmity to defend' because "it 

will be in his power, if present, to give advice or suggestion or even to 

supersede his lawyers altogether. ... Irby. 170 Wn.2d at 883 (quoting 

Snyder v. Massachusetts. 291 U.S. 97. 105-06. 54 S. Ct. 330, 78 L. Ed. 

674 (1934). overruled on other grounds by Mallov v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1. 

84 S. Ct. 1489,12 L. Ed.2d 653 (1964)). This right attaches from the 

time empanelment of the jury begins. Irby. 170 Wn.2d at 883. 

The denial of' the right to be present is analyzed under the 

constitutional ham1less enor standard. Trby. 170 Wn.2d at 885-86. The 

State must demonstrate beyond a reasonable doubt the error did not 

contribute to the verdict. Chapman v. California, 386 U.S. 18, 24. 87 S.Ct. 
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824. 1 7 L.Ed.2d 705 ( 196 7 ); lrby. 170 Wn.2d at 886. The State cannot 

meet its burden here. 

F. CONCLUSION 

For the above reasons, the Colllt of Appeals decision should be 

reviev;ed. as it is in conflict with decisions of this Court. RAP 13.4(b)( 1 ). 

DATED this 12111 day ofJanuary. 2015. 

Respectfully submitted, 

l . ~~ ~ 
JAN t~~tN (S~~-41177) 
Washi~gton Appellate Project 
Attorneys tor Petitioner 
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STATE OF WASHINGTON, No. 44279-5-Il 

Respondent, 

V. 

1JNPUBLISHED OPINION 
VERNE LEE JACKSON, 

Appellant. 

MAXA, J.- Jackson appeals his convictions for first degree child rape and first 

degree child :nolestation. He argues that his public trial right was violated when 

preemptory and for cause challenges were conducted at a private sidebar conference, and 

that his right to be present at trial was violated because he was not present at the sidebar 

conference. Jackson also asserts additional arguments in his statement of additional 

grounds (SAG). 

We hold that (1) the trial coutt did not violate Jackson's public trial right 

regarding peremptory juror challenges because those challenges do not implicate the 

public trial right, (2) Jackson cannot show that his public trial right was violated 

regarding for cause juror challenges because he has not provided a sufficient record to 

demonstrate that a pa1ty actually challenged jurors for c.ause at sidebar, and (3) Jackson's 

1ight to be present was not violated because he was present in the courtroom during the 

entire jury selection process and he had the oppo1ttmity to join his counsel at the sidebar 
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conference. We also reject Jackson's SAG assertions. Accordingly, we affirm Jackson's 

convictions. 

FACTS 

In 2010 a child disclosed that Jackson, who had babysat him on at least rn•o occasions, 

had engaged in sexual touching and sexual acts with him. The State charged Jackson with first 

degree child rape and first degree child molestation. 

Voir dire took place in open court, during which time the parties individually questioned 

potential jurors. During a mid-morning break in open coUlt the parties made for cause 

challenges based on the jurors' oral answers during voir dire. These challenges were made on 

the record while Jackson was present in the comiroom .. The court dismissed four jurors for 

cause. These dismissals were marked on the struck juror list. 

Voir dire continued in the afternoon and the parties again questioned jurors in open cot:rt. 

After the conclusion of voir dire, the trial court announced that it would be srarting tne process of 

selecting the jury. Counsel for both parties then held a sidebar conference with the trial court. 

The trial court did not conduct a Bone-Club1 analysis before convening the sidebar. 

The sidebar conference was not recorded, and neither the trial court nor counsel ever 

stated on the record what had occurred in the conference. Counsel for both parties apparently 

made peremptory challenges, and the struck juror list shows which party made the chaJlenges 

and in what order. The struck juror list also shows that two more jurors- jurors I 0 and 32-

were dismissed for cause. But the record does not disclose whether either party made for cause 

1 State v. Bone-Club, 128 Wn.2d 254, 258-59, 906 P.2d 325 (1995). 
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challenges of those two jurors or whether the trial court merely announced that it had dism1ssed 

them sua sponte. Jackson was not present at the sidebar conference, although he was in the 

courtroom. 

After the sidebar conference, the tJ.iiil court announced the jurors who would be seated on 

the jury. The trial court did not announce in open court which jurors had been subject to 

peremptory challenges or dismissed for cause, but the struck juror list ret1ecting that information 

was filed with the court clerk that same day. 

The jury found Jackson guilty as charged. Jackson appeals his convictions. 

ANALYSIS 

A. PUBLIC TRIAL RlGHT 

Jackson argues that hls public trial right was violated when counsel was allowed to make 

peremptory juror challenges and two jurors were dismissed for cause during a sidebar 

conference. We disagree. 

1. Legal Principles 

The Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution and article I, section 22 of the 

Washington Constitution guarantee a defendant the right to a public trial. State \•. Wise, 176 

Wn.2d 1, 9, 288 P.3d 1113 (2012). In general, this right requiies that certain proceedings be held 

in open court unless the trial cou1t first considers on the record the five-factor test set forth in 

State v. Bone-Club, 128 Wn.2d 254, 258-59, 906 P.2d 325 (1995) and finds the factors justify a 

closure of the courtroom. Whether a comtroom closure in fact occurred and whether a 

courtroom closure violated a defendant's right to a public trial are questions of la\'1' we review de 

novo. Wise, 176 Wn.2d at 9, 12. 
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The threshold determination when addressing an alleged violation of the public trial right 

is whether the proceeding at issue even implicates the right State v. Sublett, 176 Wn.2d 58, 71, 

292 P.3d 715 (2012). "[N]ot every interaction between the couit, counsel, and defendants will 

impHcate the right to a public trial or constitute a closure if closed to the public." Jd. 

To address whether there was a court closure implicating the public. trial right, we employ 

a two-step process. State v. Wilson, 174 Wn. App. 328, 335-37, 298 P.3d 148 (2013). First, we 

consider whether the particular proceeding at issue "falls within a ca~egory of proceedings that 

our Supreme Court has already acknowledged implicaks a defendant's public trial right." !d. at 

337; see also Wise, 176 Wn.2d at 11. Second, if the proceeding at issue does not fall within a 

specific protected category, we dete1mine whether the proceeding implicates the public trial right 

using the "experience and logic" test our Supreme Court adopted in Sublett. Wilson, 174 Wn. 

App. at 335. 

The experience and logic test requires us to consider (1) whether the process and place of 

a proceeding historically have been open to the press and general public (experience prong), and 

(2) whether access to the public plays a significant positive role in the functioning of the 

proceeding (logic prong). Sublett, 176 Wn.:!d at 73. If the answer to both prongs is yes, then the 

defendant's public trial right "attaches" and a trial com1 must consider the Bone-Club factors 

before closing the' proceeding to the public. Id at 73. 

2. Peremptory Juror Challenges 

Jackson argues that the trial coutt violated his 1ight to a public trial by allowing 

peremptory juror challenges to be made at a s'idebar conference. We held in State v. Dunn, 180 

Wn. App. 570, 321 P.3d 1283 (2014) and again in State v. Marks, No. 44919-6-ll, 2014 WL 
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6778304, at *3 (Wash. Ct. App. Dec. 2, 2014) that exercising peremptory challenges does not 

implicate the public trial right. Accordingly, we hold that fue trial court did not violate Jackson's 

public trial right by allowing counsel to make peremptory challenges at a sidebar conference. 

3. For Cause Juror Dismissals 

Jackson argues that the trial court violated his public trial right by allowing counsel to 

make for cause juror challenges at a sidebar conference. We disagree because Jackson has not 

provided a sufficient record for us to detenninc what happened at the sidebar conference. 

Jackson's inability to show that either party actually challenged jurors 10 and 32 for cause at 

sidebar precludes us from finding a public trial right violation. 

Division Three of this court in Slate v. Love held that the exercise of for cause juror 

challenges during a sidebar conference did not violate the defendant's public trial right. 176 Wn. 

App. 911, 919, 309 P.3d 1209 (2013). However, this division has not yet addressed whether for 

cause juror challenges implicate the public trial right. In this case, we need nol decide wht:tht:r a 

party's for cz.use t:hallenges or argument on those challenges implicates the public trial right. 

Here, the record does not show that the State or Jackson actually challenged jurors 10 and 

32 for cause at the sidebar conference. A party's challenge is not the only way a juror can be 

dismissed for cause. Under RCW 2.36.110, the trial court has a duty to excuse w:y juror who, in 

the opinion of the judge, is unfit to serve as a juror for one of several reasons, including ''conduct 

or practices incompatible with proper and efficient jury service." Here, the trial CO\.U1 may have 

decided during voir dire questioning ofjurors 10 and 32- which was done in open court- that 

they should be dismissed under RCW 2.36.110, and then merely announced that decision to 

counsel at the sidebar conference. 

5 
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The question therefore becomes whether a trial court's amwuncement to counsel of its 

decision dismissing jurors under RCW 2.36.110 implicates the public trial right. Our Supreme 

Court has not held that the trial court's juror dismissals must be annmmced in open court. 

Therefore, we must apply the experience and logic test to determine if the public trial right 

applies. Sublett, 176 Wn.2d at 73. 

The experience and logic test does not suggest that the trial court's am1otmcement of sua 

sponte juror dismissals implicates the public trial right. Regarding the experience prong, the 

dismissals of jurors 10 and 3 2 here were "announced" in Vl'riting on a document that was filed in 

the public record. We are aware of no aut.ry_ority indicating that this procedure is improper, or 

that a trial court's act of announcing juror dismissals historically has been open to the public. 

Regarding the logic prong, the public would not play a significant positive role in the fimctioning 

of the trial court's announcement of juror dismissals. Therefore, we hold thafa trial court's 

announcement that it is dismissing jurors sua sponte does not implicate the public trial right. 

If one or botll of the parties had made for cause juror challenges at the sidebar conference 

and t..1e pa1ties argued those challenges, the public trial right may have been implicated. On the 

other hand, if the hial coUlt her~ merely announced at the sidebar conference that it was 

dismissing jurors 10 and.32, the trial court did not violate Jackson's public trial right The 

problem here is that the record does not disclose what happened at the sidebar conference with 

regard to the two jurors who were dismissed for cause. 

Our Supreme Cou11 in State v. Koss held that the defendai1t bears the responsibility to 

provide a record showing that a court closure has occurred. _ Wn.2d _, 334 P.3d 1042, 

1047-48 (2014). Similarly, the plmality opinion in Stftlti! v. Slert held that the defendant has the 
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burden of providing an adequate record to establish a violation of the public trial right, and in the 

absence of an adequate record a court will not infer that the trial court violated the constitution. 

_ Wn.2d _, 334 PJd 1088, 1093 (2014). 

Here, Jackson has not provided us with a suflicient record to dete1mine whether what 

happened at the sidebar conference would implicate the public trial right. As a result, we will 

not assume that the trial court violated that right. Accordingly, we re~ect Jackson's argument 

that the trial comt violated his public trial right \Vith regard to for cause juror challenges. 

B. RlGHT TO BE PRESE>JT 

Jackson argues that the trial court violated his federal constih1tional right to be present at 

. trial when it allowed cotmsel to conduct for cause and preemptory juror challenges at a private 

sidebaT confere:::1ce. We assume without deciding that the right to be present attached, but hold 

that the right was not violated. 

1. Legal Principles 

Under the Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, a 

criminal defendant has a fundamental right to be present at all "critical stages" of trial. State v. 

lrby, 170 Wn.2d 874, 880, 246 P.3d 796 (2011).2 Our Supreme Court has recognized that jury 

selection is a critical stage oftriat to which the right to be present attaches. Jd. at 883-84. The 

court reasoned that the selection of the jury is the primary mode through which the defendant is 

secured a free and impartial jury. ld at 884. Further, the comt stated that the right to be present 

2 The right to be present also is guaranteed by article I, section 22 of the Washington State 
Constitution, but Jackson does not explicitly argue that his rights were violated under this 
provlSlon. Therefore, we need not address this issue. 
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attaches when the work of impaneling the jury begins, which in that case was when the 

prospective jurors were sworn and completed questionnaires. I d. 

However, a defendant's right to be present is not absolute. !d. at 881. A defendant does 

not have the right to be present if his/her presence would be ·useless or not beneficial. ld. 

We review the question of whether a trial court violated a defendant's right to be present 

at trial de novo. Id. at 880. 

2. Right to Be Present ~ot Violated 

We assume without deciding that juror challenges may constitute a critical stage of trial. 

to which the defendant's right to be prese:::1t attaches. However, we hold that Jackson'::. right to 

be present was not violated because he was present in the courtroom during the entire jury 

selection process and he bad the opportunity to join his counsel at the sidebar conference. 

Jackson relies on Irby to support his argument that his right to be present was violated. In 

lrby, the trial court gave the venire a questionnaire to till out on the first day ofjmy selection 

without counsel present. 170 Wn.2d at 877. After the questiOJmaires were completed, the trial 

court then sent an email to counsel asking whether they would agree to dismiss 10 jurors for 

cause based on answers given in the questionnaires. ld. at 877N 78. Defense counsel responded 

to the email and agreed to dismiss the jurors for cause. Jd. at 878. The defendant was in custody 

at the time, ·and there was no evidence that the defendant was consulted before the jurors were 

dismissed. Id. at 884. Our Supreme Court held that this was a violation of the defendant's due 

process right to be present. I d. 

Unlike the defendant in lrby, Jackson was present in the comtroom during all ofvoir dire, 

and therefore had the opportunity to hear all questioning that formed the basis for any future 
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challenges. Further, unlike the defendant in Irby, Jackson was present in the courtroom when 

counsel exercised peremptory challenges and when jurors 10 and 32 were dismissed for cause. 

Under these circumstances, Jackson had the opportunity to be involved in counsel's use of 

peremptory or for cause challenges. The sidebar conference did not deprive Jackson of the 

"power ... to give advice or suggestion or even to supersede" his counsel. Irby, 170 Wn.2d at 

883. 

Similarly, this case is distinguishable from our decision in State v. Slert, 169 Wn. App. 

766,282 PJd 101 (2012), 'lff'd on other grounds,_ Wn.2d _, 334 P.3d 1088 (2014).3 In 

Slert, we found that the defendant's right to be present V·las violated when the t1ial court hel<f an 

in chambers conference with counsel, outside the presence of the defendant, at which they 

discussed juror questionnaire responses and agreed to excuse four jurors for cause. 169 Wn. 

App. at 770-75. This court held that because the questionnaire responses were designed to elicit 

information with respect to the jurors' fitness to serve as jurors, they constituted a cri li~.:al stage 

of jury selection proceedings analogous to the proceedings in Irby. !d. at 773-74. We found that 

this procedme violated the defendant's right to be present because jurors were dismissed for 

case-specific reasons and there was no record showing that defense cot:nsel consulted with the 

defendant p1~or to agreeing to the dismissals. !d. at 775. 

Here, unlike in Slert, Jackson was in the courtroom when all infonnation regarding the 

jurors' fitness to serve was discussed in open court questioning. Further, unlike in Slert, Jackson 

3 The S\.1preme Cowt in Slert did not resolve the right to be present issue, and instead remanded 
to this court to address whether the violation of the right to be present constituted harmless error. 
334 P.3d at 1093. 
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was present in the courtroom and witnessed cmmsel conduct the jury selection process, and there 

is no evidence that he did not have the opportunity to exercise his right to c~nsult with his 

counsel. 

We hold that the trial comt did not violate Jackson's light to be present during jury 

selection proceedings. 

C. SAG ARGUMENTS 

Jackson raises several additional errors in his SAG. While a defendant is not required to 

cite to the record or authority to support issues raised in his SAG, he must still "infonn the comt 

of the nature and occurrence of [the] alleged errors." RAP 10.1 O(c). We are not required to 

search the record to find support for defendant's claims. RAP 10. lO(c). Jackson provides no 

arguments to support any of his alleged errors, and provides little context to assist the court in its 

review. Nevertheless, we attempt to address his SAG issues. 

1. Juror Bias 

Jackson alleges that four members of the jury had "ties" to his sister. SAG a~ 1. He 

apparently claims juror bias. The Sixth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States 

Constitution, as well as article I, section 22 of the Washington State constitution, guarantee a 

defendant the right to an impartial jury. State v. Davis, 175 Wn.2d 287, 312, 290 P .3d 43 (2012). · 

A prospective juror must be excused for cause if the trial court determines that the juror is 

actually or impliedly biased. RCW 4.44.170; Kuhn v. Schnall, 155 Wn. App. 560, 574,228 P.3d 

828 (2010). We must presume that each juror sworn in is impartial; othenvise they would have 

been challenged for cause. State v. Reid, 40 Wn. App. 319, 322, 698 P.2d 58-8 (1985). A party 
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that accepts a juror without exercising its available challenges agains: the juror crumot later 

challenge that juror's inclusion on the panel. !d. 

Jackson fails to indicate which jurors he alleges were biased, and fails to show that he 

objected to the inclusion of these jurors below. Hovvever, even if Jackson had challenged the 

jurors for cause below, he fails to provide the necessary support for his allegations of bias on 

appeal. A juror's acquaintance with a party, by itself, is insufficient to establish grounds for R for 

cause challenge. State v. Tingdale, 117 Wn.2d 595, 601, 817 P.2d 850 (1991). Jackson fails to 

point to any evidence in the record demonstrating that any of the jurors lacked the ability to be 

impartial. Accordingly, Jackson's challenge fails. 

2. Failure to Understand Court Proceedings 

Jackson asserts that he was not asked whether he could read or write and that he did not 

understand how the court works or the laws. However, this vague assertion "does not infmm the 

court of the nature and occmnnce of alleged errors," and therefore we need not consider it under 

RAP 10.10(c). There also does not appear to be any factual basis in the record for this assertion. 

Accordingly, we need not address it. 

3. Right to a Speedy Trial 

Jackson asserts that the trial court violated his 1ight to a speedy trial. Before trial, the 

State indicated that the victim had disclosed new sexual acts and that the State was planning to 

file amended charging information. Jackson requested a continuance to prepare for the new 

charges and revjew the new evidence against him. Jackson indicated t~at he would waive his 

right to a speedy trial. Trial commenced within 90 days of this waiver. 

11 
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A motion for a continuance made "by or on behalf of any party waives that party's 

objection to the requested delay." CrR 3.3(f)(2); State v. Ollivier, 178 Wn.2d 813,823,312 P.3d 

1 (2013). Because Jackson requested the additional continuance, he is now prevented from 
. . 

challenging the delay on appeal. 

4. Failure to "Read Rights" 

Jackson asserts that he was never read his rights until after the trial was over. However, 

this statement "does not infonn the court of the nature and occurrence of alleged errors," and 

therefore we need not consider it under RAP 1 0.1 0( c). There also does not appear to be any 

factual basis in the record for this assertion. Accordingly, we need not address it.· 

5. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel 

Jackson alleges that his counsel's assistance was deficient in failing to address his 

competency and refusing his request for a polygraph test. His assertion that he did not 

understand the laws and how the court worked also could be considered an meffective assistance 

of counsel claim. 

However, a cour( reviewing an ineffective assistance claim raised on appeal may only 

consider facts contained within the record. State v. Grier, 171 Wn.2d 17, 29; 246 P.3d 1260 

(2011). Claims relying on conversations with counsel that occur off the record must be filed in a 

personal restra:nt petition. See id. Jackson's assertions all rely on evidence outside the trial 

record. As a result, these challenges would need to be raised in an appropriately supported 

personal restraint petition, not a statement of additional grounds. See id. Accordingly, we reject 

Jackson's ineffective assistance of counsel arguments. 
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We affirm Jackson's convictions. 

A majority of the panel having detem1ined that thls opinion will not be printed in the 

Washington Appellate Reports, but ,Xfill be filed for public record pursuant to RCW 2.06.040, it 

is so ordered. 

We concur: 

~at=-----------
-J.-~······· .. -1 
-d~ . 

LEE, J. 
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